
Supplementary Methods 

Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply 

endorsement by the U.S. Government. 

Net squared displacement 

We calculated net squared displacement (NSD) time-series to evaluate whether large space 

use was linked with long travel distance (i.e., our NSD measure), using data of individuals with 

more than three-season data for springbok (Antidorcas marsupialis), greater kudu (Tragelaphus 

strepsiceros), blue wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus), plains zebra (Equus quagga) and African 

elephant (Loxodonta africana) in Etosha National Park, Namibia, and impala (Aepyceros 

melampus), kudu, wildebeest, zebra, African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) and elephant in Kruger 

National Park, South Africa. Preparation of the movement dataset can be seen in the Methods 

section. The calculation of NSD time-series was squared distances based on the comparisons 

between the relocations and the first data point of each individual. NSD was calculated using R 

package amt (Signer et al. 2019). 

Based on NSD time-series and maximal NSD values, for species tracked in both parks, 

individuals in Etosha generally had larger NSD than in Kruger, which was congruent with the 

patterns in range sizes (Additional file 3: Figure S4). Springbok in Etosha also had large NSD, 

while impala in Kruger had small NSD, and magnitude of NSD of buffalo was between the two 

species (Additional file 3: Figure S4). 



Species differences in range size and resource availability 

We evaluated whether range sizes varied with resource availability using a remotely sensed 

index of vegetation greenness and biomass, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), to 

assess resource availability. This index is used widely for spatiotemporal dynamics of 

photosynthetically absorbed radiation and allows an estimation of greenness or the amount of 

chlorophyll in vegetation cover (Tucker et al. 1985, Du Plessis 1999). NDVI is broadly useful at 

showing resource productivity, despite not reflecting the range of forage availability such as the 

herbaceous layer beneath tree cover reflected in woodlands, and brown foliage herbivores may 

consume (Treydte et al. 2013). We extracted NDVI from Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (Terra MODIS; MOD13Q1) with spatial and temporal resolution as 250 × 250 

m and 16 days starting at the first day of each year (Didan 2015). We extracted NDVI values in 

seasonal 95% ranges for each individual, and calculated an average NDVI value for each 

individual by season.  

We tested whether range size variation between the two parks could be described by species 

identity and resource availability by fitting seasonal range area to a log-linked gamma 

generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), including individuals with at least three seasons of 

data. The fixed effect predictors in the model included species and the interaction between 

species and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI; a remote-sensing index of 



vegetation greenness or biomass), with individual and season as random variables (N = 109 

individuals and 556 individual-seasons). The random variable season had three categories (wet, 

early-dry and late-dry). Here we included season as a random effect and not as a fixed effect for 

several reasons: our goal was not to detect seasonal differences, species data were not collected 

in the same years adding interannual noise to a seasonal comparison, and seasonal variation is 

captured within NDVI, a variable we were interested in as a fixed effect. The GLMM is shown 

with the following equations:  

Area𝑖𝑗𝑘 = Gamma(𝜇𝑖𝑠𝑘, 𝜏) ,      (1)  

log(𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑘) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 × species𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝛽2 × species𝑖𝑠𝑘 × NDVI𝑖𝑠𝑘

+ individual𝑘 + season𝑘 + 𝜀𝑘 ,       (2)
 

where Gamma is the gamma distribution with mean μisk and dispersion parameter τ. The 

coefficient β0 is the intercept, β1 is the coefficient for the fixed effect of species, and β2 is the 

coefficient for the interaction between species and NDVI (different species could have different 

coefficients for NDVI). In addition, individualk and seasonk are random intercepts for different 

individuals and seasons, respectively, with residual εk. Herbivore range sizes and coefficients of 

the GLMM were compared with body size and feeding strategies.  

We evaluated whether range size or effect of NDVI on range size varied with body mass or 

feeding habits of the species. We retrieved NDVI effects (coefficients) on range size from the 

generalized linear mixed model, and predicted range size for the seven species using the medians 



of NDVI values from Etosha and Kruger and compared the effects and predicted range with body 

mass and diet selection (percentage of C4 in diet). Data on body mass and feeding habits were 

retrieved from literature (Cumming and Cumming 2003, Sponheimer et al. 2003, Codron et al. 

2006, Codron et al. 2007; Additional file 2: Table S6). We performed the gamma GLMM using 

package glmmTMB (Brooks et al. 2017), estimated predictions using package ggeffects 

(Lüdecke 2018), and tested variations in residuals and ensured that assumptions of the GLMM 

were not violated using simulated residuals generated by package DHARMa (Hartig 2021). 

Herbivore ranges were located in areas with higher NDVI in Kruger than in Etosha 

(Additional file 3: Figure S5). In Etosha, herbivores selecting woodland habitats (i.e., kudu and 

elephant) used ranges with higher NDVI than the other species (Additional file 3: Figure S5). In 

Kruger, a relationship between NDVI and habitat preference among species was not apparent, 

but elephant and buffalo utilized ranges with higher NDVI than the other species (Additional file 

3: Figure S5).  

Range size was negatively associated with NDVI for kudu, wildebeest, zebra and buffalo, 

with animals using greener habitats having smaller ranges, but no significant correlation was 

detected for springbok, impala or elephant (gamma GLMM; Additional file 2: Table S4; 

Additional file 3: Figure S6). The largest effect of NDVI on space use was observed for 

wildebeest, with a strong negative effect of NDVI on range size (Additional file 3: Figure S6). 



The residuals of the GLMM did not show heterogeneity in variation between the two parks 

(Levene’s test: p > 0.05; Additional file 3: Figure S10), indicating that habitat differences 

captured by NDVI may in part explain differences in range size between the two ecosystems. 

We found that body size was positively correlated with the GLMM predicted range size, 

using medians of NDVI estimates from herbivore ranges in Etosha (0.259) and Kruger (0.439) 

(Additional file 3: Figure S7a). Springbok was an exception which had large ranges while having the 

smallest body size (Additional file 3: Figure S7a). Excluding springbok, range size and body 

mass were correlated (both variables were log-transformed; N = 6 species; NDVI from Etosha: 

95% CI of the linear regression slope: 0.25-2.45, R2: 0.68; NDVI from Kruger: 95% CI of the 

slope: 0.49-2.56, R2: 0.76). However, the effects of NDVI on range size was not modulated by 

body mass (Additional file 3: Figure S8a). While no pattern was detected between range sizes 

and C4 percentages in diets (Additional file 3: Figure S7b), feeding habits alter the relationship 

between NDVI and range size (Additional file 3: Figure S8b). Species which tend to graze or 

browse had negative effects of NDVI on range sizes, while there was no significant effect for 

mixed-feeders (Additional file 3: Figure S8b) 
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